
 

Karlsruhe and its region – a successful destination for conventions  

Convention Bureau Karlsruhe & Region has grown to more than 100 partners 

Germany is seen as the most popular country for conventions in Europe. Even on a 

global scale, Germany’s meetings industry is only topped by the United States in 

matters of infrastructure, customer focus and value for money. The situation is 

similar in the region around Karlsruhe where organisers have long been aware of 

the growing economic importance of the meetings market. 23,400 events with 3.5 

million participants: according to the Meeting & Event Barometer in the Karlsruhe 

Region, the region around the city has consolidated its reputation as a successful 

MICE destination. Thanks to an outstanding total net turnover of around EUR 850 

million in the Karlsruhe region, this is now the first time that we can map the added 

value in this industry in figures. The Convention Bureau Karlsruhe & Region can be 

proud of this success. Created in 2009, the Convention Bureau has the purpose of 

giving a prominent national and international profile to the region’s cross-border 

convention landscape. The regional network of organisers, headed by Pia 

Kumpmann, recently gained another 18 members this year, so that it now has 

partnerships with 100 businesses.  

On 16 March 2017 it finally happened: a partnership agreement was signed by 

Rüdiger Klem, head of the Supply Management Department at BGV (Badischer 

Gemeinde-Versicherungs-Verband), and Pia Kumpmann, head of the Convention 

Bureau. As a result, the portfolio of selected venues in the region around Karlsruhe 

now also includes BGV’s spacious conference facilities in one of Germany’s most 

eco-friendly office buildings. 

The recent newcomers are Hotel Am Froschbächel in Bühl, Hotel Ochsen in 

Höfen, 1463 APARTMENTHAUS & SEMINARRAUM, AAGLANDER 

Motorkutsche Baden-Baden, Funkybooth - Photo Marketing Solutions, Vollack 

GmbH & Co. KG, Hotel-Restaurant Steuermann in Karlsruhe, the Sparkasse 

Studio in Pforzheim, Charly’s Checkpoint GmbH, Ratatouille GbR Event & Food 

Service, Weingut Nägelsförst GmbH & Co KG, Hotel Krone in Herxheim-Hayna, 

e.b. artists & management, EurAka Baden-Baden gGmbH, Forum 

Oberderdingen, Hagro Transbus Reisen GmbH and Ratatouille GbR Event & 

Food Service.  

Pia Kumpmann, who has led the Convention Bureau Karlsruhe & Region since its 

foundation in 2009, handles the planning and implementation of strategic MICE 

marketing activities of the region. “We want to keep developing this industrial 

segment in the region around Karlsruhe, strengthen the profile of the destination 

within it and thus increase the number and frequency of events,” says Kumpmann. 

“A network that works well, a powerful presence at trade shows, workshops and 

events and ongoing collaboration with relevant customers and media – these are, I 

believe, the most important building blocks in any successful promotion of the region 

around Karlsruhe as a destination for meetings,” she adds. 

Being a neutral and independent non-profit organisation, the Convention Bureau is 

currently working in close partnership with 100 regional businesses. They include 

experienced service agencies, hotels, palaces and spectacular venues such as the 



 

globally unique ZKM (Centre of Art and Media Technology) and the Eventhangar 

E210. The head of the Convention Bureau therefore believes it is of major 

importance that the various partners should get to know one another, recommend 

each other and not see each other as competitors. “This is why, once a month, we 

have a regular gathering,” says Pia Kumpmann, “so that everyone can meet in 

person and chat face to face.” Our partners benefit professionally and personally 

from receiving innovative knowledge, networking as individuals, sharing ideas and 

accessing a large number of market opportunities both in the region and nationally.  

New partners for a wide-ranging portfolio 
 
Conference section at Badische Versicherungen (Baden Insurances, BGV) 

The conference section of the main building at Badische Versicherungen (Baden 
Insurances, BGV) in Karlsruhe prioritises flexibility, with a meetings venue that is 
suitable for small groups and conferences of up to 80 persons. Also, the exclusive 
atrium can accommodate events of up to 500 persons. Its architecture is 
consistently open in its design and puts the emphasis on daylight. The overall 
impression is dominated by the large atrium at the centre of the building and light 
materials such as glass, light wood and steel.  
 
e.b. artists & management 

Do you want your event to stand out from the crowd? Perhaps a special act or an 
artist who will always be remembered? The event agency e.b. artists & management 
from Schaffhouse/Seltz in Alsace provides outstanding, enjoyable entertainment that 
speaks to people’s emotions. Offering “all-round one-stop service”, the agency 
handles the entire organisation of an event, catering for the specific ideas of each 
customer. 
 
Akademiebühne, EurAka Baden-Baden 
The Academy of Events, EurAka Baden-Baden, has been a leading venue for 
training and professional development purposes in the meetings industry for 15 
years. The Akademiebühne (Academy Stage) is among the most unusual facilities 
that Baden-Baden can offer. Having served in its new function since 2008, the 
former church building has its own special charm and offers enough space for up to 
450 persons. The state-of-the-art technical equipment allows organisers to hold 
events in a wide variety of formats. 
 
Forum Oberderdingen 

Forum Oberderdingen is a listed building, over 100 years old and was originally a 
schoolhouse in the late 19th century. It is now a conference centre with its own 
special flair and with an ambience, facilities and service that meet the highest 
standards. Its stylish architecture and interior design provide the right conditions for 
events of all kinds. Two rooms are available for meetings, seminars, workshops, 
cultural events, company parties and indeed private functions. 
 
Hagro Transbus Reisen GmbH 

A quick trip from A to B: Hagro Transbus Reisen GmbH from Karlsruhe provides fast 
transport for delegates. Moreover, it caters for clubs and companies wanting to hire 
coaches with different capacities for their tours and trips, and Hagro has also had 
many years of experience in tours and trips for young people.  
 
Hotel Krone Herxheim 



 

Nestling within the romantic core of one of Germany’s most beautiful villages, not far 

from Naturpark Pfälzerwald (Palatinate Forest Nature Park), is Hotel Krone in 
Herxheim-Hayna. The superior 4-star hotel has meeting rooms with varying 
capacities as well as a banqueting hall for big conferences. Alongside their 
conference programme, guests can look forward to a wide-ranging support 
programme, for instance with guided wine tasting tours in the Palatinate region or 
culinary expeditions with celebrity chef Karl-Emil Kuntz. 
 
 
Ratatouille GbR Event & Food Service 
Catering with a positive social and environmental impact: Ratatouille GbR Event & 
Food Service was originally a spin-off of a club called Tischlein Deck Dich (the 
Wishing Table) which had the idea of providing healthy and sustainable meals for 
schools, after-school clubs and public institutions. This developed into a more 
comprehensive business, offering balanced meals and plenty of space for people to 
meet. 
 
 
Sparkasse Studio, Sparkasse Pforzheim Calw 

Meetings, presentations, parties, workshops and other events: the Sparkasse Studio 
offers an ideal setting for events of all kinds in the very centre of Pforzheim. The 
Saphir and Smaragd Rooms have disabled access, are light-filled and provide state-
of-the-art conference equipment. One highlight is a permanent exhibition entitled 

“Gold.Money.Society” with lots of exciting exhibits. The Sparkasse Studio has direct 

access to the Restaurant am Turm (Tower Restaurant) and its separate outdoor 
space. 
 
Nägelsförst Wine Estate  
The Nägelsförst Wine Estate is situated high above Baden-Baden and affords a 
fantastic view of the Rhine Valley. Three beautiful historic rooms are available for 
events. The biggest room can accommodate up to 30 persons, while the second 
one is suitable for group work and discussions. The vineyard is large enough for 
events of up to 600 persons. The associated restaurant (Strausswirtschaft) is a 
great place for regional specialities made by the chefs of the Wine Estate, while the 
beautiful entrance hall and idyllic terrace are ideally suited for coffee breaks. 
 
The event marketing network for the region 

The facilities in this region are unbeatable for meetings and conferences. Situated 
between the Black Forest, the Palatinate Mountains and the French Vosges, this 
rich cultural landscape has a dynamic research scene, great economic strength, a 
top-of-the-range cuisine and a mild climate, making it ideally suited for trade shows, 
conferences and a wide range of other events. The Convention Bureau sees itself 
as an expert point of contact for customers wanting to discover the region and find 
something new or even unknown. Anyone planning an event will benefit from the 

Convention Bureau’s many years of experience and strong network as well as the 

innovative strength of the Karlsruhe region. 

The full range of services offered by the Convention Bureau Karlsruhe & Region 
can be found at www.100pro-MICE.de. 
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